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ON THE NASH-MOSER
IMPLICIT FUNCTION THEOREM

r,ens Hönivr.lNoBn

In [1] a general implicit function theorem of Moser's type was derived from

the methods of Nash [2]. However, it turns out that better results and simpler proofs

may be obtained by a simple modification of this approach combined with standard

non-linear functional analysis. We shall present this modification here, choosing

this time an abstract setting as for example in Zehnder [3].
Let Eo, a>0, be a decreasing family of Banach spaces with injections Ebc-Eo

of norm <l when b>a. Set E.-:)Eo with the weakest topology making the

injections B*C-E, continuous, and assume that we have given linear operators

Ss: Er*fr- for 0>1, such that with constants C bounded, when a and b arc

bounded,

(i)

(ii)

(ii1)

(iv)

Hölder spaces are classical examples (see [1, appendix]). The property (iv) is the

strongest one; integration of (iv) from 0 to - gives (iii) and integration from 1 to

0 gives (ii) (although the constants may becomelarge as å approaches a). From (ii)

and (iii) we obtain the logarithmic convexity of the norms

llull n+ (r- Du € C llulllllullL- 
7 if 0 < A = I.

ll S, ullt=Cllull", b=a;

ll S, ullu=C0b-"llull", a<b;

llu- Seullb= C7b-'ll ullo, d>b;

il*t,,ll, = cob-(t-' ttutt "'

(v)

In fact, if c:La*(l-)')b ud a=b, we obtain from (ii) and (iii)

ll ull 
" = | l,S, a ll 

" 
f I I rz - s, z 

| | " = c (0" -' ll ull, * 0" - o 
ll ull r).

Since llzllu>llall, the two terms are equal for some 0>1, which gives (v) with the

constant 2C.
Condition (iv) provides a convenient way of making a continuous decomposition

of an arbitrary u(Eo. However, we prefer to use discrete decompositions in order

to have no problems with vector valued integration. We therefore choose a fixed

sequence with 1-0o<0r<...!+6 such that |i*tl|i is boupded, set Åi:|iat-0i
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and introduce

Then

(1)

Riu: (Sr, *ru- Ss,u)llt if ,l = 0, Rou - Serul Ao.

we have by (iii)

u - Z; AtRtu

with convergence in Eo, if u(E, for some b=a, and(iv) gives for all ä

(2) llRiulh= C",r0j-'-tllull".

Conversely, assume that ar<a<.a2, that ui.€Eo, and that

(3) llzilla = M|j-'-t if b: ch or b: az.

By (v) this remains true with a constant factor on the right-hand side if ar=b<.s,
so the sum u: )Åru, converges in Erif b<a.Let Eibethe set of all sums u: ZAiui
with rz, satisfying (3) and introduce as norm llull'"the infimum of M over all such sum
decompositions. We have then seen that ll ll; is stronger than ll llu if å<a, while
(1) and (2) show that ll lli is weaker than ll ll,. The space Ei and, up to equivalence,
its norm are independent of the choice of a, and a2.ln fact, assume that u: )/iu,
withu, satisfying (3), and let us estimate llRpzll". By (3) and (iv)

J;42;ll" = cMofr-,"-roq'-.-L' Y: r,2'

We multiply by./, and sum for j=k taking y:2 and for j>k taking v:1.
This gives that

llR*ull" 4 CM|tr-'-t.

Thus the decomposition (1) can be used instead, for any interval. Altogether this
shows that the space Ei nd its topology are independent of the choice of the num-
bers a1 and a2; Ei is defined by (2) for any two values of b to the left and to the right
of a. (It does not depend on the smoothing operators of course.) In the particular
case of Hölder spaces we have Ei:Eo unless a is an integer.

h (iii) we may replace llull"by llalli if we take another constant, which may tend
to - as å approaches a. In fact, assume we have a decomposition u:ZÅ,u, with
z, satisfying (3). Then if b<4r=.a.=.a,

u- Sru: )Åi(ui- S6u), ll@i- Seu)llt=CMYb-o"Irv-a-!.

We sum for 0r>0 with v:l and for 0i<0 with v:2 and concludethat

llu- S1ullo = Cr|b-o tr'1

which proves the strengthened form of (iii).
If a* is a bounded sequence in Eo for some fixed a>0 and u*tu in Eo, it

follows from (v) that u1,is a Cauchy sequence in Eo for every fixed b=a so the limit
u( Eo . In fact, u€ E i for if we apply (2) to uo and let k * - it follows that

llRiulla = Co,beui-'-t liug lluoll,.
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We shall say that a sequence u1,€Eo is weakly convergent and write uk-u in the
preceding situation. Note that the definition of Ei shows that every element n E:
is the weak E"limit of a sequence n E-.

To state the implicit function theorem we assume that we have another family

d of decreasing Banach spaces with smoothing operators having the same properties
as above; we use the same notation for the smoothing operators also. In addition
we assume that the embedding Fbc-Fo is compact when b>a.

Theorem. Let a and P befixedpositiuenumbers, lar,arl aninterualwith
O=aL<.d,<.a2, V q conuex Ei neighborhood of O and iD a map from VnEo, to
Fu which is twice diferentiuble and satisfi.es,for some ö=0,

(4) llQ" (u; u, w)llp+ö = CZ (1 + llull*)llrll^;llwlvi,

where the sum is finite. Also qssume that iD'(a), for a(VnE*, has a right inuerse

rlr(a) mapping F- to Eo,, that (u,d-t@)s is continuous from E*IVXF*
to Eo, and that

(5) llrlt(u)Sll" = C(llgllr+,-,*llgllollullr+"), &L= a = az.

Let a2 be at least as large as the subscripts on the right-hand side of(4),

(6) max(m]-a,0)+max(mi,ar)+mt <2u, foreuery ji q-f =ar.
For eoery f€Fi, with sfficiently small norm one can thm find a sequence ui€VnEo,
whichhasaweaklimit u in Ei suchthat A@) conaergesweaklyin Fi to O(0)+J.

Proof. Let g(Fi and write S.;:R;gi thus

s: ZÅisii ll g;ll b=Cb03-P-'llglli.(7)

(8)

and that we have

(e)

(10)

(1 1)

We claim that if llslli is small enough we can define a sequence ui€Eo,nV with
uo:0 by the recursion formula

uj*1 _ ui*Åiui, frj-{/(u)gi, 0j:Srrui

the estimates

llr;ll o= Ctll gil'fi}3-"-t, aL= q 1ar,

llu;ll os crllgn'fo3-", a" < a = ar,

llui-ujl"s Crllsll'n01-", a s az.

Indeed, suppose that ui is already constructed for i =7a and that (10), (11) are proved
then as well as (9) for j<.k. We prove (9) for j:ls by application of (5) to uo and
g* which gives

llr| @ ) s*ll, = c (0f,- o-' 
ll sllh + 0 ; 

p -L ll sll'p c rll sllh 0f* o - o).
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Here we have used the fact that Blar>a by (O. This gives (9) for j:k if Ct=C
and llglle is small, no matter what the value of Cr is. (This point is important to
avoid circularity in the choice of constants.) Since u*+r:ZtÅifi, we obtain from

(12) lluo*lll; = C'CrllSllh

(1 5)

It follows that A@o)

(16)

and we conclude from the strengthened version of (iii) discussed above that (11)

is valid for a=a not close to a if CJC, is large enough. When a:az the same

conclusion is obtained directly by adding (9), and the logarithmic convexity (v)

then gives (11) with the same constant in the whole interval. Then we obtain (10)

fot i:4s'trl bY just summing (9).

We have now proved that the construction of the infinite sequences ui, ui, t)i
is possible, for (12) and (ll), .vdtth i:1s11, show that up*, and up*, are in V if
llslli is sufficiently small. It follows from (9) that uo has a weak limit z in Ej. What
renains is to examine the limit of @(zo). Write

(13) @(u1a1)-iD(u)

: (a @ t + /, Q - a @ ) - iD' (u t) Ä t il ) * (o' 1u S - o' 1u t)) / t tt t + t t g t
: /i@j+ei+c).

First we estimate

"i 
: I: iD" (v i * t (ui - ui)i ti i, ur- ar) ilt

by means of (4); our purpose is of course to show that e'r,e!', are so small that
A@o)- @(zJ will have a limit close to )/i1i:g. If we combine (5) with (9), (10),

(11) and recall (6), we obtain, if e=0 is so small that (6) remains valid if e is
added in the left-hand side,

(14) lleillp*a = c0iL-"llglli2.

For any -1y'>0 we can choose 0, so that /i:O(0;*). For large N we obtain in the
same way from Taylor's formula

llejll p+ö = C|y 1-'l[ 
sll'n' .

converges weakly to o(0) +rk)*s where

r(d - Z/j@i+ei).
This sum is uniformly convergent in Fp+a norm when llslli is small enough. Hence
(g) is a continuous map from a neighborhood of 0 n Fi to a compact subset of
Fi, and

Irslh = cllelli'.

By the Leray-Schauder theorem it follows that e+T(d takes on all values in
a neighborhood of 0, and this proves the theorem.
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